Highprecision psychophysics on the iPad
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Challenges

Solutions

• CSF measurements are informative, but timeconsuming

• We implemented the qCSF [1] that requires 1525 trials only

• PC/CRT setups are fast & precise, but bulky (lab only)

• We use a lightweight, cheap commodity tablet (iPad)

• Digital displays typically only have 8 bits luminance resolution • We developed a novel, efficient bitextending technique
• Spatial frequency depends on correct viewing distance

The quick CSF method

Measuring thresholds independently at multiple spatial
frequencies is inefficient because it does not take
advantage of the characteristic shape of the contrast
sensitivity function, which can be described with four
parameters: peak frequency, peak sensitivity,
bandwidth, and lowbandwidth truncation. The quick
Contrast Sensitivity Function method [1] is a Bayesian
adaptive procedure that always picks the most
informative stimulus for the upcoming trial; good fits to
the true CSF can be obtained in 1525 trials.

Evaluation

• We use the iPad's integrated camera to monitor distance

Grayscale fidelity

Testing subjects with very good vision requires contrast
levels <1%. With an 8bit display (blue symbols),
however, the smallest possible luminance de/increment
is +/1.2% (with e.g. a gamma of 2.16). We therefore
implemented a highly efficient spatiotemporal
dithering algorithm in a shader optimized for the
embedded device. Measurements with a PR655
SpectraScan photometer (red symbols, mean/s.d. of 100
samples each) show that contrast levels down to 0.1%
can be reliably presented; this corresponds to a
luminance resolution of ~11.5 bits!

Distance monitoring

Spatial frequency of the stimulus changes with
viewing distance. Therefore, the integrated front
camera and a face tracking algorithm were used to
estimate viewing distance based on interpupillary
distance. Results for four subjects (above) show very
robust distance estimates for distances of up to about
100 cm; a useful testing distance is 60 cm which
provides measurements of spatial frequencies from 0.4
to 27 cpd.

We assessed method reliability and accuracy by comparing
CSFs obtained with our iPad2 implementation and CSFs
obtained on a laboratorygrade psychophysics setup: iMac
running PsychToolBox, connected to a 120 Hz LaCie 22"
CRT using a video attenuator (>14 bits grayscale resolution).
The presented stimuli were horizontally oriented Gabors that
ranged from 0.64 to 20.6 cpd at 60cm viewing distance (note
the new iPad3 offers an additional octave); they appeared
2.25 deg from central fixation for 250ms (spatial 2AFC).
Four subjects completed four runs of 120 trials each on both
devices; to assess method sensitivity, we also collected four
runs from each subject while wearing +4 D trial lenses.
Results (right) show excellent agreement between iPad (red)
and CRT (blue) measurements and high reliability. Dioptric
blur (green) leads to a sensitivity loss most pronounced at
medium and high SF. For details, see [2].

Conclusion
Our quick and reliable iPadbased test of contrast sensitivity allows for easy CSF assessment outside the laboratory, e.g. in
medically underserved areas. For an example application, see the poster on Project Prakash tomorrow [3].
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